Step 1: Open www.trenitalia.com

Step 2: Select “Trasporto regionale”

Step 3: Fill in with two enabled railway stations Trenitalia - Via Francigena *

**Step 4:** Select the favorite option

*Image showing a train schedule with a highlighted fare of 8.90€.*

**Step 5:** Select “Vedi altre offerte”

*Image showing a webpage with a highlighted link labeled “Vedi altre offerte.”*  

**Step 6:** Open the drop-down menu of "Offerta" and select Vie Francigene

*Image showing a dropdown menu with "Vie Francigene" selected.*
**Step 7:** insert Pilgrim Passport code and click on “Continua”

**Step 8:** Fill in the form and proceed to payment

**ATTENTION**

It is compulsory to bring the pilgrim's credential with you during the entire journey by train, as the train ticket shows the numeric code of the credential, confirming the validity of the offer.